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PROMPT Training Permissions and Licences

Units or institutions paying for a multi-professional team to attend an authorised PROMPT Train the Trainers (T3)  
day are only permitted to run PROMPT multi-professional obstetric emergencies training courses, using PROMPT  
course materials, within their own unit or institution.

Any PROMPT training conducted outside the unit or institution that has permission (see above) requires a licence  
from the PROMPT Maternity Foundation (PMF), e.g. a professional organisation or body wishing to roll out PROMPT  
training within a region or country, or a unit wishing to run PROMPT training at other hospitals outside of their own  
hospital group.

PMF is happy to discuss licensing arrangements or answer any questions relating to training permissions at any  
time. Please contact info@promptmaternity.org giving details of the training that is proposed.

Any training tools within this manual are based on national guidance where available, but PMF is not a national  
body. Therefore, we would advise that to use these tools locally, they should be approved by your governance  
structures after adapting for local use. 
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